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Overview of Study
Chief Questions:
• What happens to employment, job creation and job
destruction at private equity targets in the wake of
buyout transactions?
• What happens to productivity?
Method: Compare PE targets to controls defined in terms
of industry, size, and age:
– Follow targets and controls before and after buyout.
– Large dataset containing thousands of PE buyouts
from 1980 to 2005.
– Matched to the universe of U.S. firms and
1
establishments.
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A Politically Charged Issue
• Critics complain about job losses
• Proponents (some from private equity industry):
– Targets are in distress and need restructuring
– Job losses, yes, but much job creation too
• Weaknesses in previous empirical studies:
– Small, unrepresentative samples
– Lack of suitable controls
– Inability to disentangle organic growth from
acquisition and divestitures
– No measure of within-firm reallocation effects
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Data in Our Study
• Capital IQ data on private equity transactions:
roughly 5,000 buyouts of U.S. firms from 19802005.
• Supplemented with data from Dealogic and
COMPUSTAT.
• Integrated into Longitudinal Business Database
(LBD) at the U.S. Bureau of the Census:
– Universe of private businesses from 1975 to 2005.
– Annual data on business name, EINs, employment, payroll,
industry, location.
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– Longitudinal data on firms and establishments.

Sample and Matching
• ~5,000 U.S. target firms acquired in private
equity transactions from 1980 to 2005.
• We currently match about 3,200 firms operating
150,000 U.S. establishments as of buyout year:
– Extensive research required: Multiple ownership
changes, re-incorporations, and much restructuring.
– 70% match rate on a value-weighted basis.
– LBD enables us to follow target firms and
establishments over time and compare to controls
drawn from the universe of U.S. businesses
5
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How do PE Targets Compare to
Entire Private Sector?
• Establishments operated by buyout
targets are somewhat older than average.
• They are also bigger than average.
• Size and age differences reflect a
concentration of private equity activity in
manufacturing.
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Establishment-Level Analysis
• Track target establishments forward and
backward in time relative to event year:
– Net employment growth rate.
– Cumulative employment change.
– Gross job creation and destruction rates.
• Do the same for controls, and compare outcomes
for targets and controls.
• Question: What happens to employment at target
establishments before and after buyout event
relative to controls?
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Analysis Sample
• Choose controls based on observable characteristics
of target establishments in the buyout event year.
• 72 industries, 6 firm age categories, 10 firm size
categories, multi-establishment dummy 
– About 2,300 control cells per year.
– About 44,000 control cells when pooled over years.
– Targets populate more than 8,000 of these cells.

• Establishment-level analysis: 54,000 target
establishments in buyouts that occurred from 1980 to
2000 and 4.9 million controls.
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Comparison of Job Destruction Rates: Targets less Controls
Before and After Event
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Regression Analysis
• Estimate employment growth-rate differences
between targets and controls 0, 1, 2, … 5 years
after buyout
• Controls: two-digit industry, 10 firm size
classes, 6 firm age classes, multi-unit status,
transaction year, and two measures of prebuyout growth history.
• Consider specifications with uniform
treatment effects and specifications that allow
treatment effects to vary freely by firm size
and age and with pre-buyout growth history.
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Selected Regression Results
• Cumulative 5-year employment growth rate
difference (target minus controls):
o - 4.72% (regression with uniform treatment effects)
o - 5.22% (regression with heterogeneous effects)
o - 6.42% (non-parametric analysis above)

• Strong statistical significance.
• Greater net job loss at targets reflects more
job destruction, especially job destruction
accompanying establishment exit.
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Taking Stock
• Employment falls more rapidly at target
establishments than at controls post-buyout:
– Higher job destruction, not lower job creation.

• Little difference between targets and controls in
Manufacturing, big differences in Retail and
Services.
• Thus far, the analysis ignores new jobs at new
establishments opened post buyout.
• By design, it also neglects post-buyout acquisition
and divestiture of existing establishments.
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Firm-Level Analysis
• Firm-level employment can change by:

– Job creation and destruction at establishments
operated by firm as of buyout year
– Job creation at greenfield establishments
opened post buyout.
– Acquisitions and divestitures post buyout.

• We focus on the two-year period after PE
buyout given difficulty of tracking firms
involved in complex reorganizations

• 1400 target firms and 1.9 million controls in our
firm-level analysis.
• Specifications and controls: Similar to the
establishment-level analysis.
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Selected Firm-Level Results
• Cumulative post-buyout 2-year employment
growth rate difference (targets minus controls):
Modeling of
Treatment Effects
Uniform (Regression)

Heterogeneous (Regression)
Non-parametric Analysis

Total
Employment
- 0.88
- 0.65
1.04

Organic
Only
- 3.89
- 3.62
- 2.14

• Differences with establishment-level results
reflect entry, acquisitions and divestitures.
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Selected Firm-Level Results
• Cumulative post-buyout 2-year excess
reallocation difference (targets minus controls):
Modeling of
Treatment Effects

All Margins

Uniform (Regression)

8.00
8.08
7.89

Heterogeneous (Regression)
Non-parametric Analysis

Organic
Only
5.52
5.58
5.36

• Private equity transactions are a catalyst for
within firm restructuring and reallocation.
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Non-Parametric Analysis: Details
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Non-Parametric Analysis: Details
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Deal Mix
• Wide variety of buyout types:
– By enterprise value, 1970-2007:
•
•
•
•
•

Divisional: 30%
Public-to-private: 27%.
Private-to-private: 23%.
Secondary: 20%.
Other: 1%.
– Kaplan-Stromberg [2009].
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Firm-Level Results by Deal Type
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Implications for Productivity
Chief Question: What happens to productivity at
PE targets in the wake of private equity buyouts?
• Our initial (preliminary) analysis focuses on
establishment entry and exit in manufacturing
• Post buyout, PE target firms are more likely to:
– Close low-productivity establishments
– Open new establishments that sit high in the
productivity distribution

• These entry and exit patterns contribute to a
pattern of more rapid TFP growth at target firms.
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At-risk group: Establishments operated by targets or controls in buyout year.

Post-Buyout Entrants as a Fraction of
Establishments Two Years After Buyout by
Tercile of Own-Industry TFP Distribution
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At-risk group: Establishments operated by target or control firms two years after buyout.

